Abstract. We present aggressive abstraction techniques for probabilistic automata (PA), a state-based model involving discrete probabilistic and nondeterministic branching. Our abstractions yield abstract PA in which transitions are typed "possible" or "required"-as in modal transition systems-and have constraint functions as target. The key idea is to focus on identifying common combined-transitions from concrete states and putting them as required ones in the abstract state. We prove the correctness of our abstraction techniques, study their relationship, and show that they are compositional w.r.t. parallel composition. We also show the preservation of probabilistic and expected reachability properties for PA.
Introduction
Segala's probabilistic automata [16] (PA) are important state-based models for modeling complex systems that involve discrete probabilistic and nondeterministic branching. PA generalize labelled transition systems (LTSs) [14] in that the target of a transition is a probability distribution over the states rather than just a single state. Nondeterminism occurs if several (possibly equally) labelled transitions emanate from a given state. PA are compositional -a model of a complex system can be obtained by modeling its components and putting them in parallel, e.g., by synchronizing actions in a CSP-based manner. Thus, PA are an adequate modeling formalism for asynchronously concurrent systems with discrete probabilistic choice such as randomized distributed algorithms. They have been used as semantic model for probabilistic process algebras and the PIOA language.
This paper presents aggressive abstraction techniques for PA that aim at applying abstraction in a component-based,i.e., compositional manner. Rather than focusing on obtaining equivalent behaviour (as for bisimulation), we focus on refinement, a pre-order relation between abstract and concrete models, that assures every required transition of an abstract model is mimicked by a combinedtransition in the concrete model; and any transition of a concrete model needs to be matched by an optional combined-transition in the abstraction. The kernel of our refinement yields a notion of strong bisimulation for PA. It is shown to be a pre-congruence w.r.t. parallel composition of abstract PA. This result is a cornerstone for the remaining results in this paper as it facilitates compositional abstraction.
As in [8, 7] , our abstraction techniques yield abstract PA in which action-labelled transitions are typed either "possible" or"required" and have constraint functions as targets representing sets of distributions as in constraint Markov chains [5] . As in modal transition systems [9] , this distinction is exploited to consider abstract PA as specifications representing a set of concrete PA, its implementations. The key idea of our abstraction techniques is to find out common combinedtransitions from concrete states and put them as required transitions in the abstract state. We define two different notions of abstraction and prove their correctness, i.e., show that the concrete models are indeed refinements of the abstract models. Using the fact that our refinement is a pre-congruence for parallel composition, this enables the compositional abstraction of PA.
For the formal analysis and verification of probabilistic systems two quantitative properties are of interest: probabilistic reachability (the probability of reaching a set of goal states) and expected reachability (the expected number of transitions before reaching a set of goal states). Due to the presence of nondeterminism in PA, it is not always possible to have one unique value for these measures; instead, the maximum and the minimum values are obtained. As every abstraction technique induces additional nondeterminism, the analysis of the abstract PA gives lower and upper bounds on the maximum/minimum values for the concrete model. In our abstraction techniques, the distinction of required and possible transitions help achieving this goal of finding bounds on the maximum/minimum values as in [12] . It also helps finding how precise the abstraction is; the better the abstraction is, the tighter the bounds will be. Had there been just one type of transitions in abstract PA, there would have been only single maximum/minimum value for each property. The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
-a new notion of a transition relation, called multi transition, that is used in defining a refinement relation among PA, -a new notion of a refinement relation that is a pre-congruence w.r.t. parallel composition, -a novel compositional abstraction technique, based on common combinedtransitions from concrete states, that helps defining lower and upper bounds on the maximum/minimum values of probabilistic and expected reachability measures, and -the preservation of probabilistic and expected reachability properties for PA.
Organization. Section 2 sets the ground for this paper and introduces Markov chains, probabilistic automata and abstract PA. Sections 3 and 4 define a satisfaction and a refinement relation respectively. Section 5 discusses two different abstraction techniques whereas section 6 discusses reachability analysis of PA. Section 7 considers parallel composition of abstract PA and presents our compo-sitionality results. Section 8 concludes the paper and provides pointers for future work. The complete paper with proofs of theorems can be found at http://wwwi2.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/i2/publications/.
Background
Sub-distributions. A function µ is a sub-distribution on a finite set S iff µ : S → [0, 1] and s∈S µ(s) ≤ 1. Let supp(µ) = {s ∈ S | µ(s) > 0} denote the support of µ, and the probability of a set S ⊆ S w.r.t. µ be given as µ(S ) = s∈S µ(s). Let |µ| = µ(S) denote the size of the sub-distribution µ. A sub-distribution is a (full) distribution iff |µ| = 1. Let Dist(S) denote the set of distributions over S. For s ∈ S, let ι s ∈ Dist(S) denote the Dirac distribution, i.e, ι s (s) = 1. For sub-distributions µ and µ , the point-wise product
A sub-distribution µ can be split into sub-distributions µ and µ , say, represented as µ = µ ⊕ µ , iff µ (s) = µ(s) + µ (s) for s ∈ S. Since ⊕ is associative and commutative, we use the notation for finite sums. A sub-distribution is sometimes represented as µ = µ(s)·s | s ∈ supp(µ) , where and differentiate a set of probabilities from an ordinary set. For 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, c·µ denotes the subdistribution defined by: (c·µ)(s) = c · µ(s).
Constraint functions. Let ϕ be an arithmetic expression on variables over S denoting probabilities over S and let sat(ϕ), referred to as the satisfaction set of ϕ, denote the set of distributions that satisfy ϕ. We call ϕ a constraint function and let C (S) denote the set of constraint functions over S. For simplicity we use ϕ and sat(ϕ) interchangeably. As every distribution is a constraint function, thus Dist(S) ⊆ C (S). The satisfaction set of the product of two sub-constraint functions ϕ and ϕ is denoted as sat(
Probability measures and spaces. Let Ω be a non-empty set and
The elements of F are measurable sets and (Ω, F) is a measurable space. A function P rob : F → [0, 1] is a probability measure on (Ω, F) iff P rob(Ω) = 1 and if A 1 , A 2 , ... are disjoint elements in F, then P rob( i A i ) = i P rob(A i ). (Ω, F, P rob) is called a measurable space. For any A ⊆ F, there exists a unique smallest σ-field that contains A [2] ; and given that A satisfies certain conditions [2] , a probability measure defined on A can be uniquely extended to the σ-field generated from A.
We recap our basic models: Markov chains (MC), probabilistic automata (PA) [15] and abstract probabilistic automata (APA) [8, 7] ; the first two will act as implementations while the latter as specifications. -S is a non-empty, finite set of states with initial state s 0 , -P : S × S → [0, 1] is a transition probability function, -AP is a finite set of valuations, and
AP is a state-labeling function.
The probability of going from state s to s is given by P(s, s ). We assume that the number of transitions emanating from a state is finite. A path of a MC represents an execution of the system it models. It is a non-empty, finite or infinite sequence of states i.e. π = s 0 s 1 s 2 ... such that P(s i , s i+1 ) > 0 for i ≥ 0. For a finite path π f in , let |π f in | denote its length (number of transitions) and last(π f in ) its final state. Let π(i) denote state s i of path π; and π
denote its prefix of length i i.e. π(0)...π(i). The probability that a finite path π f in is executed is given as:
, where |π f in | = n. Finally, let P ath f in (s) and P ath(s) denote all finite and infinite paths emanating from state s respectively. In the rest of the paper, L = (S, P, AP, V, s 0 ) is assumed to be a MC.
Let a probability measure space (P aths(s), F s , P rob s ) over the (infinite) paths emanating from state s be defined as follows. Let the cylinder set for finite path π f in ∈ P aths f in (s) be cyl(π f in ) = {π ∈ P aths(s) | π f in is a prefix of π}. The probability of the cylinder set cyl(π f in ) is defined to be that of π f in , i.e.
} be the set of all cylinder sets defined on finite paths emanating from s; and let F s be the smallest σ-field on P aths(s) such that Cyl(s) ⊆ F s . P can be uniquely extended for F s as P rob s , thus, completing the definition of the probability measure space (P aths(s), F s , P rob s ). Based on this construction, we can now define two measures for every MC, probabilistic reachability and expected reachability, that form the basis of probabilistic model checking [6, 3] .
Probabilistic reachability refers to the probability of eventually reaching a state in L satisfying an element of T ⊆ 2 AP starting from a given state s. Expected reachability refers to the expected number of transitions before reaching a state satisfying an element of
For MC L, let s ∈ S and T ⊆ 2 AP . Then, the reachability probability of a state satisfying an element in T from s is:
and the expected reachability is:
Probabilistic Automata (PA). PA extend labelled transition systems (LTS) by specifying the target of action-labelled transitions as distributions over states instead of single states. Let U-Act be a countable universe of actions ranged over by a, b, etc; and let Act(s) denote the set of enabled actions from state s. -S is a non-empty, finite set of states with initial state s 0 , -A ⊆ U-Act is a set of actions, -∆ ⊆ S × A × Dist(S) is a set of transitions, -AP is a finite set of valuations, and
We denote (s, a, µ) ∈ ∆ by s a → µ and assume that the number of transitions emanating from a state is finite. As |Act(s)| ≥ 1 for a state s ∈ S, we may have a non-deterministic choice among the enabled actions in s. Therefore, a path in PA represents a particular resolution of non-determinism. Formally, a path from s 0 is given as: π = s 0 To resolve a non-deterministic choice among enabled actions in a state s, a scheduler (also known as policy, strategy or adversary) is used that makes its decision based on the history of the execution up to that point. In this work, we only consider deterministic memoryless schedulers that map a finite path π f in to one pair in Act(
A path π under a memoryless scheduler κ is of the form π = s 0
For s ∈ S and scheduler κ, let P aths κ f in (s) and P aths κ (s) denote the sets of finite and infinite paths emanating from s under κ. The behaviour of a PA under a scheduler κ is a MC. For PA M and scheduler κ, let M κ be the induced MC. We can construct a measurable space (P aths κ (s 0 ), F κ , P rob κ ) over the (infinite) paths of PA under scheduler κ. To reason about the probabilistic and expected reachability for PA, we consider their minimum and maximum values under all schedulers κ.
AP and s ∈ S. The minimum and maximum values of probabilistic and expected reachability to a state satisfying an element in T from s are given as:
As proved in [4, 1] , there exist deterministic memoryless schedulers that optimize the values of probabilistic and expected reachability; and these values can be computed through value iteration [4, 1, 12] which gradually refines them to the required values, or by linear programming.
Abstract PA (APA) [8, 7] . Abstract PA act as specifications and aim to represent a set of PA. They extend PA by categorizing transitions/valuations into two types: required and possible ones. This distinction, adopted from modal transition systems (MTS) [9] , is standard for abstract models of labelled transition systems. In addition, the target of transitions are constraint functions representing a set of distributions [5] . Altogether, this yields:
with S (possibly empty), A, AP and s 0 as before, and:
AP maps a state to a set of required valuations, and
AP maps a state to a set of possible valuations with → p µ from s with µ ∈ sat(ϕ). In figures, we subscript the actions of required transitions by "r", and those of possible transitions by "p". Each state in an APA is labelled with two sets of atomic propositions: required and possible ones. The required set of atomic propositions is satisfied as a whole by a state in an implementation, where a possible one may be satisfied and that too partially. As the distinction between possible and required propositions is similar to that for transitions, we will ignore propositions in examples. An APA with ∆ r = ∆ p , V r (s) = V p (s) for s ∈ S, and |sat(ϕ)| = 1 for every required transition s → r ϕ is a PA. Similarly, an APA in which for every s ∈ S, V r (s) = V p (s) and for s a → p ϕ, sat(ϕ) is a Dirac distribution, is an MTS [9] . PA and MTS are thus proper sub-models of APA. In fact, PA will be used as implementations and APA as specificationsfinite representations of a possibly infinite set of PA. Later on we will see that for the analysis of an APA, a finite set of its implementations suffices. In the rest of the paper, N = (S, A, ∆ r , ∆ p , AP, V r , V p , s 0 ) is assumed to be an APA. For the sake of convenience, we introduce the following notations and definitions. The notion of a combined transition, denoted a → C , arises as a convex combination of a set of transitions with the same label a ∈ A.
Definition 6. (Combined transition
) For PA M , let s ∈ S and µ ∈ Dist(S). We write s a → C µ, if there is a finite indexed set {(c i , µ i )} i∈I , c i ∈ R ≥0 and µ i ∈ Dist(S), such that s a → µ i for each i ∈ I, i∈I c i = 1, and µ = i∈I c i · µ i . For APA we define s a → pC ϕ and µ a → rC ϕ in a similar way for combined possible and required transitions respectively. For a set of distributions B= {µ 1 , µ 2 , ..., µ n }, let B C = {µ | µ = n i=1 c i · µ i ∧ n i c i = 1}.Similarly, we have ϕ C for a constraint function ϕ. Moreover, we write s a ⇒ p ϕ , called multi a-transition from s, iff s a → p ϕ 1 , s a → p ϕ 2 ,..., s a → p ϕ n and ϕ = n i=1 ϕ i . It is important to note that sat( s a → pC ϕ ϕ) ⊆ sat( s a →pϕ
ϕ)
C . The multi-transitions extend for PA by default.
Simulation/refinement [10] is a preorder on the state space requiring that whenever state u simulates state s, then u can mimic at least the stepwise behaviour of s. This can be lifted to distributions over states as:
(Simulation) Let S be a finite, non-empty set of states, and let µ, µ ∈ Dist(S). For R ⊆ S × S, µ is simulated by µ w.r.t. R, denoted µRµ , iff there exists a weight function ∆ :
Satisfaction
A satisfaction relation formally relates a PA, i.e., an implementation, with an APA, i.e., a specification. 
s
Here, ϕRϕ C iff for every µ ∈ sat(ϕ), there exists µ ∈ sat(ϕ ) C with µRµ . PA M satisfies or implements APA N , denoted M |= N , iff there exists a satisfaction relation relating s 0 and s 0 . The set of implementations of N is given as N = {M | M |= N }.
Intuitively, if a state s satisfies a state s , then (1) whenever s performs a required multi a-transition to a constraint function ϕ , then s can perform a multi atransition to a constraint function ϕ such that every distribution in sat(ϕ ) is satisfied by some distribution in sat(ϕ) C ; (2) whenever s performs a multi atransition to a constraint function ϕ, this can be mimicked by s by possibly moving to a constraint function ϕ such that every µ ∈ sat(ϕ) satisfies one distribution in sat(ϕ ) C ; and (3) s should at least satisfy all required valuations of s and its all valuations should be derived from that of s .
Example 3. The PA M in Fig. 1 is an implementation of the AMA N in Fig.  2 as R = {(s 1 , s 1 ), (s 2 , s 2 ), (s 3 , s 2 ) , (G, G ), (E, E ), (F, F )} is a satisfaction relation. Let us check whether (s 2 , s 2 ) fulfils the conditions of Def. 8. For the required a-transition from s 2 to .2E , .3F , .5G , there is a corresponding multi atransition from s 2 to a constraint function with satisfaction set { .4E, .6F , ι G }, and .2E, .3F, .5G is a convex combination of distributions in { .4E, .6F , ι G }. As .2E, .3F, .5G satisfies .2E , .3F , .5G ( .2E, .3F, .5G R .2E , .3F , .5G ), condition (1) is fulfilled. For the a-transitions from s 2 to ι G and .4E, .6F , there are corresponding a-transitions from s 2 to ι G and .4E , .6F respectively. Thus, condition (2) is also fulfilled. Now let us check how the pair (s 3 , s 2 ) fulfils condition (2) . Note that there is no simple or combined a-transition from s 2 that satisfies a-transition from s 3 to .32E, .48F, .2G . However, if we consider a multi a-transition from s 2 to { .4E, .6F , ι E , ι G }, we get .32E , .48F , .2G , a convex combination of distributions in { .4E, .6F , ι E , ι G }, that satisfies .32E, .48F, .2G . Had we just simple transitions in Definition 8, state s 3 would not have been an implementation of state s 2 . (Recall that valuations are not considered in our examples.)
Refinement
In this section, we discuss refinement that is used to compare APA. Intuitively, a refinement relation compares two APA w.r.t. their sets of implementations. If APA N refines APA N , then we aim at N ⊆ N . Refinement takes a similar view as satisfaction. The above definition is a simple generalization of that of satisfaction. Condition (1) is similar with that of Def. 8 except that the multi a-transition from s now must be a required transition. Condition (2) adds that for every possible multi a-transition from s, there should be a corresponding possible multi a-transition from s . The similar addition is found in condition (3). Evidently, a satisfaction relation is a special case of a refinement relation.
Let us recall the definitions of Segala's strong probabilistic simulation and bisimulation [15, 13] and see how Segala's bisimulation is related to ∼. 
Abstraction
This section explains two techniques of abstracting an APA that mimics all behaviours of the concrete one. Intuitively, the state space S of APA N is partitioned and each partition is represented by a single state in the abstract APA N . Formally, let abstraction function α : S → S be a surjection and its inverse a concretization function γ : S → 2 S . That is, α(s) is an abstract state of s whereas γ(s ) is the set of concrete states abstracted by s . These notions can be lifted to distributions in a simple way: an abstract distribution α(µ) of µ is given as α(µ)(s ) = µ(γ(s )). α and γ are lifted to sets of states or sets of distributions in a point-wise manner. Thus, ϕ = α(ϕ) iff sat(ϕ ) = α(sat(ϕ)).
In the sequel, we assume w.l.o.g. that for APA N , the abstraction function α : S → S induces the APA N = α(N ) with the same set of actions A and atomic propositions AP . .5
1. for every a ∈ A and ϕ ∈ C (S ),
(1a) Intuitively, if each state in γ(s ) has a required a-transition, then s also has a required a-transition and vice versa. Moreover, the abstract behaviour of each concrete transition should be the same as that of the transition from s . (1b) s has a possible a-transition iff at least one state in γ(s ) has a possible a-transition. The accumulative abstract behaviour of all concrete possible transitions is the same as that of the a-transition from s . (2) The set of required valuations of s should be the same as that of each concrete state s ∈ γ(s ), whereas its set of possible valuations is the union of the sets of possible valuations of concrete states.
Example 4. For N 1 = α(N ) (see Fig. 3 ), γ(s 1 ) = {s 1 }, γ(s 2 ) = {s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 }, γ(E ) = {E}, γ(F ) = {F } and γ(G ) = {G}. Note that the abstract behaviour of both required c-transitions from s 1 is the same, and is represented by one required c-transition from s 1 . The required a-transitions from s 2 , s 3 , s 4 and s 5 behave differently; this is mimicked by the possible a-transition from s 2 .
Consider two states
. It means there is no required a-transition from the abstract state α(s 1 ) = α(s 2 ). Let
Then it is possible to have a required a-transition from the abstract state with ϕ = α(ϕ 1 ) ∩ α(ϕ 2 ) as the target constraint function. As an example, observe that there are combined a-transitions from s 3 and s 4 (Fig. 3) that have common target distributions e.g. .2E, .2F, .6G . We therefore adapt SA by exploiting these common target distributions of (only) combined required transitions as:
. 1. for every a ∈ A and ϕ ∈ C (S ),
(1a) Like in SA, if each state in γ c (s ) has a required a-transition, then s has a required a-transition and vice versa. However, the common target distributions (after abstraction) among all the combined required a-transitions from the concrete states should be the target of the required a-transition from s . (1b) and (2) are the same as in SA.
Example 5. Let N 2 = α c (N ) as in Fig. 4 with γ c (s
The common behaviour of combined a-transitions from s 3 and s 4 is given by the required a-transition from the abstract state s 3 . The possible a-transition from s 3 represents all a-transitions from s 3 and s 4 .
The following results show that the above notions of abstraction yield APA and preserve refinement. Finally, we show that our notions of abstraction are comparable w.r.t. refinement. 
Reachability
In order to analyse the behaviour of APA, we need to resolve three different types of nondeterminism. The first one is due to possible transitions/valuations that may either be present or absent in an implementation. The second type of nondeterminism is the same as in PA, i.e., the nondeterministic choice among the enabled actions from each state. Like for PA, deterministic schedulers are used for APA to choose among the enabled actions. The third source of nondeterminism is the target constraint function of a transition; one of the distributions in the satisfaction set of the constraint function is nondeterministically chosen. As the satisfaction set of a constraint function may be infinite (and even uncountable), we approximate it by a finite set. We consider the approximation of polynomial constraint functions as they are closed under composition [8] .
For i ∈ N + , let Θ i and Φ i be linear constraint functions in variables over S. Let ϕ ι = {ι s | s ∈ S} be a linear constraint function characterizing Dirac distributions over S, and ϕ µ be a linear constraint function characterizing only one distribution, i.e., µ.
Consider a polynomial constraint function φ representing a set of distributions over S; therefore, it at least contains a linear constraint s∈S x s = 1 which implies that φ C ⊆ ϕ C ι . We can now deduce a series of linear constraint functions
. Every ϕ i in the above series over-approximates φ, i.e., every µ in φ C also exists in ϕ -ς(φ) is a linear constraint function and φ C ⊆ ς(φ) C , and
The inverse function ς −1 under-approximates a polynomial constraint function by a linear one, i.e., φ
Example 6. Consider a polynomial constraint function φ = (x 2 + y 2 + z 2 ≤ r 2 ∧ x + y + z = 1) representing a set of distributions by a shaded-circular region of radius r within each triangle of Fig. 5 and 6 . Let ς 1 and ς 2 be the constraintapproximating functions such that ς 1 (φ) represents the region enclosed among the lines l 1 , l 2 , l 3 and the sides of the left triangle in The satisfaction set of a linear constraint function may be infinite, but this can be simplified by just considering its extreme distributions.
Definition 16. The set of extreme distributions of a linear constraint function ϕ, denoted ϕ extr , is the smallest finite subset of ϕ such that ϕ
The concept of extreme distributions is explained in [11] for interval constraints that can easily be extended for linear constraints. Thus, an APA with linear constraints can be simplified by just considering the extreme distributions of its constraint functions. Let N extr represents an APA in which every transition s a → p ϕ is replaced with concrete transitions s a → p µ where µ ∈ sat(ϕ extr ). In the following we assume that every APA N with linear constraints is simplified, i.e., N = N extr .
Extreme refinements: Now we consider two refinements of APA N ; one in which every possible transition/valuation is converted into a required one and the other in which they are all removed. Let N ↑ and N ↓ be the refinements of APA N with ∆ We call such a distribution inconsistent. As discussed in [8] , such inconsistent states can be iteratively removed from the system by a pruning operator β. This process is repeated until there are no more inconsistent states in the system. If the resulting system contains at least one state, we say that it is consistent; otherwise it is inconsistent. (Further details about pruning can be found in [8] . )
The following lemma tells how Segala's strong probabilistic simulation and bisimulation [15, 13] In (1a) both s and s synchronize and perform required multi a-transitions, whereas in (1b) and (1c) they behave independently. Condition (2) considers possible multi transitions from s and s .
Theorem 3. For any setĀ, is a pre-congruence w.r.t. ||Ā.
The composite APA is exponentially larger in size as compared to the composing ones. This problem could be avoided by applying abstraction prior to composition. The following result shows that the resulting APA is the same as we get by first applying the composition operator to individual APA and then abstracting the monolithic one.
Theorem 4. For APA N 1 and N 2 , synchronization setĀ and abstraction functions α 1 , α 2 of the same type: α 1 (N 1 ) ||Ā α 2 (N 2 ) = (α 1 ×α 2 )(N 1 ||ĀN 2 ) up to isomorphism, where α 1 ×α 2 is defined as (α 1 ×α 2 )((s, s )) = (α 1 (s), α 2 (s )).
Conclusion
This paper presented novel compositional abstraction techniques for probabilistic automata (PA) as well as a new refinement relation which is pre-congruence w.r.t. parallel composition. The key idea is to find out common combined-transitions from a set of concrete states and put them as required transitions in the abstract state. Moreover, for the analysis and verification of PA, reachability and expected reachability properties are also discussed. We expect the layered composition operator, defined in [17] for PA, can be extended for APA. Future work includes the application of this technique to practical case studies and the development of a counterexample-guided abstraction-refinement framework.
